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The Structure of Haplotype
Blocks in the Human Genome
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Haplotype-based methods offer a powerful approach to disease gene mapping,
based on the association between causal mutations and the ancestral haplo-
types on which they arose. As part of The SNP Consortium Allele Frequency
Projects, we characterized haplotype patterns across 51 autosomal regions
(spanning 13 megabases of the human genome) in samples from Africa, Europe,
and Asia. We show that the human genome can be parsed objectively into
haplotype blocks: sizable regions over which there is little evidence for historical
recombination and within which only a few common haplotypes are observed.
The boundaries of blocks and specific haplotypes they contain are highly
correlated across populations. We demonstrate that such haplotype frame-
works provide substantial statistical power in association studies of common
genetic variation across each region. Our results provide a foundation for the
construction of a haplotype map of the human genome, facilitating compre-
hensive genetic association studies of human disease.

Variation in the human genome sequence plays
a powerful but poorly understood role in the
etiology of common medical conditions. Be-
cause the vast majority of heterozygosity in the
human population is attributable to common
variants and because the evolutionary history of
common human diseases (which determined
the allele spectrum for causal alleles) is not yet
known, one promising approach is to compre-
hensively test common genetic variation for
association to medical conditions (1–3). This
approach is increasingly practical because 4
million (4, 5) of the estimated 10 million (6)
common single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) are already known.

In designing and interpreting association
studies of genotype and phenotype, it is neces-
sary to understand the structure of haplotypes in
the human genome. Haplotypes are the partic-
ular combinations of alleles observed in a pop-

ulation. When a new mutation arises, it does so
on a specific chromosomal haplotype. The as-
sociation between each mutant allele and its
ancestral haplotype is disrupted only by muta-
tion and recombination in subsequent genera-
tions. Thus, it should be possible to track each
variant allele in the population by identifying
(through the use of anonymous genetic mark-
ers) the particular ancestral segment on which it
arose. Haplotype methods have contributed to
the identification of genes for Mendelian dis-
eases (7–9) and, recently, disorders that are
both common and complex in inheritance (10–
12). However, the general properties of haplo-
types in the human genome have remained
unclear.

Many studies have examined allelic associ-
ations [also termed “linkage disequilibrium”
(LD)] across one or a few gene regions. These
studies have generally concluded that linkage
disequilibrium is extremely variable within and
among loci and populations [reviewed in (13–
15)]. Recently, examination of a higher density
of markers over contiguous regions (16–18)
suggested a surprisingly simple pattern: blocks
of variable length over which only a few com-
mon haplotypes are observed punctuated by
sites at which recombination could be inferred
in the history of the sample. In one segment of
the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
on chromosome 6, it has been directly demon-
strated that “hotspots” of meiotic recombination
coincided with boundaries between such blocks
(17). These studies suggested a model for hu-
man haplotype structure but left many ques-
tions unanswered. First, how much of the hu-
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man genome exists in such blocks, and what are
the size and diversity of haplotypes within
blocks? Second, to what extent do these charac-
teristics vary across population samples? Third,
can haplotype patterns be parsed using only
common SNPs sampled from the population, or
will the pattern only emerge after complete re-
sequencing (19)? Fourth, how completely does
such a haplotype framework capture common
sequence variation within each region?

To determine the general structure of human
haplotypes, we selected 54 autosomal regions,
each with an average size of 250,000 base pairs
(bp), spanning 13.4 megabases (Mb) ('0.4%)
of the human genome. Regions were selected to
fit two criteria: that they be evenly spaced
throughout the genome and that they contain an
average density [in a core region of 150 kilo-
bases (kb)] of one candidate SNP discovered by
The SNP Consortium (TSC) every 2 kb (20)
(table S1). Genotyping was performed by prim-
er extension of multiplex products with detec-
tion by matrix-assisted laser desorption ioniza-

tion–time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spec-
troscopy (20, 21). Each SNP was genotyped in
275 individuals (400 independent chromo-
somes) sampled from four population groups:
30 parent-offspring trios (90 individuals) from
Nigeria (Yoruba), 93 members of 12 multigen-
erational pedigrees of European ancestry, 42
unrelated individuals of Japanese and Chinese
origin, and 50 unrelated African Americans.

We designed assays to 4532 candidate
SNPs of which 3738 (82%) were successfully
genotyped (20, 22). Three of the 54 regions
were withheld from further analysis due to in-
consistencies in genome assembly and/or evi-
dence for a closely related paralogous region
[making locus-specific polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) difficult]. In the remaining 51 re-
gions, accuracy of genotype calls was empiri-
cally assessed as '99.6% (20). We note
that a very low rate of genotyping error is
absolutely necessary for studies of multi-
marker haplotypes; even a modest error rate
creates the appearance of “rare variant”

haplotypes that do not exist in nature.
Of candidate TSC SNPs successfully as-

sayed, 89% were verified to be polymorphic in
one or more populations. The proportion poly-
morphic in each sample varied from 70%
(Asian) to 86% (African American) (Fig. 1A).
Although the majority of SNPs (59%) were
observed in all four populations, there are dra-
matic differences in the allele frequencies of
individual SNPs across samples (fig. S1) con-
sistent with prior estimates of population differ-
entiation and origin (23).

If haplotype blocks represent regions inher-
ited without substantial recombination in the
ancestors of the current population, then a bio-
logical basis for defining haplotype blocks is to
examine patterns of recombination across each
region. The history of recombination between a
pair of SNPs can be estimated with the use of
the normalized measure of allelic association,
D9 (16, 24). Because D9 values are known to
fluctuate upward when a small number of sam-
ples or rare alleles are examined, we relied on
confidence bounds on D9 rather than point esti-
mates (20). We define pairs to be in “strong LD”
if the one-sided upper 95% confidence bound on
D9 is .0.98 (that is, consistent with no historical
recombination) and the lower bound is above
0.7 (25). Conversely, we term “strong evidence
for historical recombination” pairs for which the
upper confidence bound on D9 is less than 0.9.
On average, 87% of all pairs of markers with
minor allele frequency .0.2 fell into one of
these two categories (and were thus termed “in-
formative” marker pairs). This method should
be robust to study-specific differences in the
frequencies of SNPs and sample sizes exam-
ined, because it relies on those pairs for which
narrow confidence intervals (that is, precise es-
timates) have been obtained.

When this definition is applied to pairs of
markers separated by less than 1000 bp, a small
fraction of informative pairs show strong evi-
dence of historical recombination (Fig. 1B): 14
to 18% in the Yoruban (African) and African-
American samples and 3 to 6% in the European
and Asian samples. In the Yoruban and African-
American samples, the proportion of pairs dis-
playing evidence for historical recombination
rises rapidly with distance, increasing to 50% at
a separation of '8 kb. In the European and
Asian samples, by contrast, the fraction of pairs
showing strong evidence for recombination ris-
es to 50% at 22 kb. These differences in LD
among populations are likely attributable to dif-
ferences in demographic history (26), because
the biological determinants of LD (rates of re-
combination, mutation, gene conversion) are ex-
pected to be constant across groups. The data
show that LD extends to a similar and long
extent in Asian as well as European samples and
that African-American samples show very sim-
ilar patterns to those observed in the Yoruban
population.

The spatial distribution of D9 values across

Fig. 1. (A) Normalized allele frequency of candidate SNPs. The distribution is normalized to a
constant number of chromosomes (n 5 64, randomly sampled) from the European, African-
American, Asian, and Yoruban samples. Of candidate SNPs assayed in all four populations, both
predicted alleles were observed in 89% of cases. (B) Assessment of pairwise linkage disequilibrium
across populations. The proportion of informative SNP pairs that display strong evidence for
recombination is plotted at various intermarker distances. Between 9,860 and 13,980 SNP pairs
were examined in each sample.

Fig. 2. Scaffold analysis
of Yoruban and Afri-
can-American (A) and
European and Asian (B)
samples. The y axis in-
dicates the fraction of
independent, informa-
tive marker pairs (with-
in each region) display-
ing strong evidence for
recombination. The x
axis indicates the dis-
tance between the out-
ermost marker pair

defining the region. The open symbols represent the
distribution of LD for all pairs (without any filtering
for the LD of flanking markers), and the closed
symbols for regions meeting the empirically derived
two- and three-marker criteria (20). (C) Relation of
linkage disequilibrium to physical distance within
haplotype blocks, as assessed by the mean value of
the correlation coefficient (r2) and the mean value of
D9. The marker pairs reported were not used to
define the region as a block and, thus, represent an
unbiased estimation of the relation between LD and
distance within a block.
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each region (fig. S2) demonstrated clusters of
markers over which strong evidence of histori-
cal recombination was minimal. We defined a
haplotype block as a region over which a very
small proportion (,5%) of comparisons among
informative SNP pairs show strong evidence of
historical recombination. [We allow for 5% be-
cause many forces other than recombination
(both biological and artifactual) can disrupt hap-
lotype patterns, such as recurrent mutation, gene
conversion, or errors of genome assembly or
genotyping.] We implemented this definition in
two ways (20). Where many markers were sam-
pled, we simply counted the proportion of pairs
with strong evidence of historical recombina-
tion. However, over much of our survey, we
observed regions in which all of the informative
markers showed strong evidence of linkage dis-
equilibrium but the number of comparisons was
insufficient to confidently conclude (simply by
counting) that the proportion of such pairs was
.95%. By systematically sampling the entire
dataset, we found that information from as few
as two or three markers was sufficient to iden-
tify regions as blocks (Fig. 2, A and B). These
criteria (20) allowed us to define blocks even
where the marker coverage is less complete.

Armed with these criteria, we systematically
examined the data set for haplotype blocks,
identifying a total of 928 blocks in the four
populations samples. Within blocks, indepen-
dent measures of pairwise linkage disequilibri-
um did not decline substantially with distance
(Fig. 2C). The minimum span of the blocks
(measured as the interval between the flanking
markers used to define them) averaged 9 kb in
the Yoruban and African-American samples
and 18 kb in the European and Asian samples.
However, the size of each block varied dramat-
ically, from ,1 to 94 kb in the African-Amer-
ican and Yoruban samples and ,1 to 173 kb in
the European and Asian samples. Though most
of the blocks were small (Fig. 3A), most of the
sequence spanned by blocks was in large blocks
(Fig. 3B).

Our survey consisted of randomly spaced
markers (based on the public map), averaging
one marker (with frequency .0.1) every 7.8 kb
across the regions surveyed. The partial infor-
mation leads to two biases in block detection.
First, in regions in which we had few markers,
we are less likely to detect small blocks. Con-
versely, identified blocks will typically extend
some distance beyond the randomly spaced
markers that happen to fall within their bound-
aries. To estimate the true distribution of block
sizes, we performed computer simulations in
which block sizes were exponentially distribut-
ed (with a specified average size) and markers
were randomly spaced (with a mean spacing of
one every 7.8 kb). These simulations provided a
good fit to the observed data when the mean size
of blocks was estimated to be 11 kb in the
Yoruban and African-American samples and 22
kb in the European and Asian samples (Table 1)

(27). This corresponds to an N50 size of 22 kb
in the Yoruban and African-American samples
and 44 kb in the European and Asian popula-
tions. (The N50 size is defined as the length x
such that 50% of the genome lies in blocks of x
or longer.) In addition, the model predicts that
the proportion of the human genome spanned by
blocks of 10 kb or larger is 65% in the Yoruban
and African-American samples and 85% in the
European and Asian samples.

We next examined haplotype diversity with-
in blocks. We note that our block definition,
unlike one previously proposed (18), is based
on recombination and, thus, does not require
low haplotype diversity. Nevertheless, within
regions with scant evidence for historical re-

combination, we observe only three to five
common (.5%) haplotypes in each of the pop-
ulation samples (Fig. 3C). As few as six to eight
randomly chosen common markers are suffi-
cient to identify these common haplotypes: the
number of haplotypes reached a plateau at six to
eight common markers, with little evidence for
the discovery of additional common haplotypes
if up to 17 markers are included (Fig. 3C).
Thus, low haplotype diversity is not simply an
artifact of examining only a small number of
markers, but it is a true feature of regions with
low rates of historical recombination. Haplo-
type diversity was greatest in the Yoruban and
African-American samples, with an average of
5.0 common haplotypes observed. Lower di-

Fig. 3. Block characteristics across populations. (A) Size (in kb) distribution of all haplotype blocks
found in the analysis. (B) Proportion of all genome sequence spanned by blocks, binned according
to the size of each block. (C and D) Summary of haplotype diversity across all blocks. The number
of common ($5%) haplotypes per block (C) and fraction of all chromosomes representing a perfect
match to one of these common haplotypes (D) are plotted as a function of the number of markers
typed in each block.

Table 1. Observed and predicted proportion of sequence found in haplotype blocks. Model is based on
the best fit to the observed data and assumes randomly spaced markers with an average density of one
every 7.8 kb. Block span is based on an exponentially distributed random variable with a mean size of 22
kb in the European sample and 11 kb in the Yoruban sample. In the model, block boundaries of 2 kb in
length are assumed (17). Although the observed and predicted values were not statistically significantly
different (data not shown), both models show a trend toward underestimating the incidence of short
blocks (0 to 5 kb). Obs., observed percentage of spanned sequence; pred., predicted percentage of
spanned sequence.

Block size
Yoruban sample European sample

Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred.

0 to 5 12.4 6.3 4.4 1.8
5 to 10 15.3 15.1 7.4 5.2
10 to 20 20 31.5 14.9 15.2
20 to 30 12.8 21.8 16.6 16.6
30 to 50 22.2 19.1 18 26.9
.50 17.4 6.3 38.7 34.2
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versity was observed in the European samples
(4.2 common haplotypes), and the smallest
number of common haplotypes (3.5) was ob-
served in the Asian samples. Even where many
markers are examined, these few common hap-
lotypes explained the vast majority ('90%) of
all chromosomes in each population sample
(Fig. 3D) (28, 29).

To compare block boundaries across dif-
ferent populations, we examined adjacent
pairs of SNPs successfully assayed in at least
two populations. In each population, we
asked whether the pair was assigned to a
single block or showed strong evidence of
historical recombination. A SNP pair was
termed concordant if the assignment was the
same in both populations and discordant if
the assignments disagreed (30). We found the
great majority of SNP pairs (77 to 95%,
depending on the population comparison)
were concordant across population samples
(Fig. 4, A to D). Where discordance across
populations was observed, it was nearly al-
ways due to pairs displaying strong evidence
of historical recombination in the Yoruban
and African-American samples, but not in the
European and Asian samples (Fig. 4, A to D).

We compared the specific haplotypes ob-
served across the European, Asian, and Yoru-
ban samples. To ensure that haplotype diversity
was well-defined in this comparison, we con-
sidered only those blocks in which six or more
polymorphic markers were obtained (31). Each
single population sample contained 3.1 to 4.9
haplotypes with a frequency .5%. The union
of these sets, however, contained only 5.3 hap-
lotypes (Fig. 4E). That is, the specific haplo-
types observed in each group were remarkably
similar: 51% (2.7) were identified in all three
populations and 72% in two of the three groups.

Of the 28% of haplotypes found in only one
population sample, nearly all (90%) were found
in the Yoruban sample. The similarity in hap-
lotype identities across the European and Asian
samples is striking, with an average of only 0.1
haplotypes per block that were unique to either
population sample.

The comparison across populations of SNP
polymorphism (Fig. 1A; fig. S1, A to D) re-
combinant sites (Fig. 4, A to D) and haplotypes
(Fig. 4E) is supportive of a single “out of
Africa” origin (32, 33) for both the European
and Asian samples. The data suggest a consid-
erable bottleneck in the ancestry of these sam-
ples, with only a subset of the diversity (of
SNPs, haplotypes, and recombinant chromo-
somes) in Africa found in the two non-African
populations (26, 34–37). Because bottlenecks
preferentially affect lower-frequency alleles,
this model predicts that the alleles (haplotypes
and recombinant chromosomes) present only in
the African samples would have lower allele
frequencies in Africa than pan-ethnic al-
leles, and our data support this hypothesis
(38).

The major attraction of haplotype methods is
the idea that common haplotypes capture most
of the genetic variation across sizable regions
and that these haplotypes (and the undiscovered
variants they contain) can be tested with the use
of a small number of haplotype tag SNPs
(“htSNPs”) (16, 18, 19, 39). A number of re-
ports (39–41), however, have suggested that
many SNPs fail to conform to the underlying
haplotype structure and would be missed by
haplotype-based approaches.

To examine this question empirically, we
defined a framework of haplotype blocks using
a randomly selected subset of our data (requir-
ing a minimum of six markers per block) and

examined the correlation coefficient (r2) be-
tween these haplotypes and an additional set of
SNPs (not used to define the blocks) within their
span. These additional SNPs were meant to
model the undiscovered variation in each region
that one would hope to track by using a haplo-
type approach. We found that the average max-
imal r2 value between each additional SNP and
the haplotype framework was high, ranging
from 0.67 to 0.87 in the four population sam-
ples. That is, for the average untested marker,
only a small increase in sample size (15 to 50%)
would be needed for the use of a haplotype-
based (as compared to direct) association study.
Moreover, we find that within blocks, a large
majority (77 to 93%) of all untested markers
showed strong correlation to the haplotype
framework (r2 values greater than 0.5) (42).
These results demonstrate that for the vast ma-
jority of common alleles it will not be necessary
to discover and test each variant individually; a
haplotype map could be used with little loss of
statistical power.

Our results show that haplotype blocks
can be reliably identified by genotyping a
sample of common markers within their span,
that is, without complete resequencing. How-
ever, to ensure that a region is a block, one
must type a high density of polymorphic
markers in a sufficiently large sample to con-
fidently parse the patterns of historical re-
combination across the region. Our data pro-
vide strong evidence that most of the human
genome is contained in blocks of substantial
size; we estimate that half of the human
genome exists in blocks of 22 kb or larger in
African and African-American samples and
in blocks of 44 kb or larger in European and
Asian samples. Within each block, a very
small number of common haplotypes (three
to five) typically capture '90% of all chro-
mosomes in each population. Both the
boundaries of blocks and the specific haplo-
types observed are shared to a remarkable
extent across populations. The main variation
is a subset of alleles (haplotypes and recom-
binant forms) that are observed only in sam-
ples with more recent African ancestry. Last-
ly, blocks defined with a small number of
common markers capture quite well the com-
mon variation across each locus.

Our results provide a methodological and
quantitative foundation for the construction of a
haplotype map of the human genome with the
use of common SNP markers. Although the
patterns are simpler and haplotypes longer than
some had predicted, our results suggest that very
dense SNP coverage will be needed to complete
such a map. With an average block size of 11 to
22 kb and three to five haplotypes per block, our
data suggest that fully powered haplotype asso-
ciation studies could ultimately require as many
as 300,000 to 1,000,000 well-chosen htSNPs (in
non-African and African samples, respectively).
However, this number represents an upper limit;

Fig. 4. Comparison of
blocks across popula-
tion samples. (A to D)
Concordance of block
assignments for adja-
cent SNP pairs, com-
pared across popula-
tions. White bars,
fraction of concordant
SNP pairs; black bars,
the proportion of dis-

cordant SNP pairs. Population samples are abbreviated as follows: EU, European sample; AS, Asian
sample; AA, African-American sample; YR, Yoruban sample. (E) Distribution of haplotypes across
populations.
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there is often substantial linkage disequilibrium
between adjacent blocks (data not shown), al-
lowing fewer markers to be used without loss of
power. It will likely be productive to perform
initial haplotype mapping in populations whose
history contains one or more bottlenecks, be-
cause longer-range LD may make initial local-
ization more efficient and favorable. Converse-
ly, populations with shorter-range LD and great-
er haplotype diversity may offer advantages for
fine mapping. In suggesting that block bound-
aries and common haplotypes are largely shared
across populations, our data suggest that many
common disease alleles can be studied—and
likely will be broadly relevant—across human
populations. In the future, comprehensive anal-
ysis of human haplotype structure promises in-
sights into the origin of human populations, the
forces that shape genetic diversity, and the pop-
ulation basis of disease.
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Pseudomonas-Candida
Interactions: An Ecological Role

for Virulence Factors
Deborah A. Hogan and Roberto Kolter*

Bacterial-fungal interactions have great environmental, medical, and economic
importance, yet few have been well characterized at the molecular level. Here,
we describe a pathogenic interaction between Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Candida albicans, two opportunistic pathogens. P. aeruginosa forms a dense
biofilm on C. albicans filaments and kills the fungus. In contrast, P. aeruginosa
neither binds to nor kills yeast-form C. albicans. Several P. aeruginosa virulence
factors that are important in disease are involved in the killing of C. albicans
filaments. We propose that many virulence factors studied in the context of
human infection may also have a role in bacterial-fungal interactions.

Interactions between prokaryotes and eu-
karyotes are ubiquitous. Although the patho-
genic and symbiotic relationships bacteria
have with plants and animals have garnered
the most attention, the prokaryote-eukaryote
encounters that occur among microbes are
likely far more common. Many of the viru-
lence factors that we study in the context of
human disease may also have an ecological
role within microbial communities.

Bacteria and unicellular eukaryotes, such as
yeasts and filamentous fungi, are found together
in a myriad of environments and exhibit both
synergistic and antagonistic interactions (1, 2).
Here, we describe a pathogenic relationship be-
tween a fungus, Candida albicans, and a bacte-
rium, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, that involves
genes important for bacterial virulence in mam-
mals. P. aeruginosa is prevalent in soils and is
often found on the skin and mucosa of healthy
individuals (3). In compromised hosts, however,
P. aeruginosa uses an arsenal of virulence fac-
tors to cause serious infections associated with
burns, catheters, and implants. C. albicans is
also a benign member of the skin and mucosal
flora. When host defenses falter, however, C.
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